Abstract. We study a problem of quick detection of top-k Personalized PageRank (PPR) lists. This problem has a number of important applications such as finding local cuts in large graphs, estimation of similarity distance and person name disambiguation. We argue that two observations are important when finding top-k PPR lists. Firstly, it is crucial that we detect fast the top-k most important neighbors of a node, while the exact order in the top-k list and the exact values of PPR are by far not so crucial. Secondly, by allowing a small number of "wrong" elements in top-k lists, we achieve great computational savings, in fact, without degrading the quality of the results. Based on these ideas, we propose Monte Carlo methods for quick detection of top-k PPR lists. We demonstrate the effectiveness of these methods on the Web and Wikipedia graphs, provide performance evaluation and supply stopping criteria.
Introduction
Personalized PageRank (PPR) or Topic-Sensitive PageRank [15] is a generalization of PageRank [10] , and is a stationary distribution of a random walk on an entity graph, with random restart from a given personalization distribution. Originally designed for personalization of the Web search results [15] , PPR found a large number of network applications, e.g., in finding related entities [11] , graph clustering and finding local cuts [1, 4] , link predictions in social networks [20] and protein-protein interaction networks [23] . The recent application of PPR to the person name disambiguation problem lead to the first official place in the WePS 2010 challenge [21] . In most of applications, e.g., in name disambiguation, one is mainly interested in detecting top-k elements with the largest PPR. This work on detecting top-k elements is driven by the following two key observations: Observation 1: Often it is extremely important to detect fast the top-k elements with the largest PPR, while the exact order in the top-k list as well as the exact values of the PPR are by far not so important. Application examples are given in the above mentioned references.
Observation 2:
We may apply a relaxation that allows a small number of elements to be placed erroneously in the top-k list. If the PPR values of these elements are of a similar order of magnitude as in the top-k list, then such relaxation does not affect applications, but it enables us to take advantage of the generic "80/20 rule": 80% of the result is achieved with 20% of efforts.
We argue that the Monte Carlo approach naturally takes into account the two key observations. In [9] this approach was proposed for the computation of the standard PageRank. The estimation of the convergence rate in [9] was very pessimistic. The implementation of the Monte Carlo approach was improved in [13] and also applied there to PPR. Both [9] and [13] only use end points of the random walks to compute the PageRank values. Moreover, [13] requires extensive precomputation efforts and is very demanding in storage resource. In [5] the authors have further improved the realization of the Monte Carlo method [13] . In [2] it is shown that Monte Carlo estimation for large PageRank values requires about the same number of operations as one iteration of the power iteration method. In this paper we show that the Monte Carlo algorithms require an incomparably smaller number of operations when our goal is to detect a top-k list with k not large. In our test on the Wikipedia entity graph with about 2 million nodes typically few thousands of operations are enough to detect the top-10 list with just two or three erroneous elements. Hence, we obtain a relaxation of the top-10 list with just about 1-5% of operations required by one power iteration. Experimental results on the Web graph appear to be even more striking. In the present work we provide theoretical justifications for such remarkable efficiency. We would like to emphasize that the Monte Carlo approach allows easy online and parallel implementation and does not require the knowledge of the complete graph.
We consider the present work as an initiation to a new line of research on quick detection of top-k ranked network central elements. A number of interesting questions will be addressed in the future research: What is the difference in performance between the randomized algorithms, like the presented Monte Carlo algorithms, and the non-randomized algorithms, like algorithms in [1] and [7] ? What are efficient practical stopping criteria for the randomized algorithms? What is the effect of the graph structure on the performance of the randomized algorithms?
Monte Carlo methods
Given a directed or undirected graph connecting some entities, the PPR π(s, c) with a seed node s and a damping parameter c is defined as a solution of the following equations
where 1 T s is a row unit vector with one in the s th entry and all the other elements equal to zero, P is the transition matrix associated with the entity graph and n is the number of entities. Equivalently, PPR can be given by [19] π(s, c) = (1 − c)1
When the values of s and c are clear from the context we shall simply write π. We note that PPR is often defined with a general distribution v in place of 1 T s . However, typically v has a small support. Then, due to linearity, the problem of PPR with distribution v reduces to computing PPR with distribution 1 T s [16] . In this work we consider two Monte Carlo algorithms. The first algorithm is inspired by the following observation. Consider a random walk {X t } t≥0 that starts from node s, i.e, X 0 = s. Let at each step the random walk terminate with probability 1 − c and make a transition according to the matrix P with probability c. Then, the end-points of such a random walk has the distribution π(s, c).
Algorithm 1 (MC End Point) Simulate m runs of the random walk {X t } t≥0 initiated at node s. Evaluate π j as a fraction of m random walks which end at node j ∈ 1, . . . , n.
Next, we exploit the fact that the element (s, j) of the matrix [I − cP ]
equals to the expected number of visits to node j by the random walk initiated at state s with the run time geometrically distributed with parameter c [2] . Thus, the formula (1) suggests the following estimator for the PPR
where N j (s, r) is the number of visits to state j during the run r of the random walk initiated at node s. This leads to our second Monte Carlo algorithm.
Algorithm 2 (MC Complete Path) Simulate m runs of the random walk {X t } t≥0 initiated at node s. Evaluate π j as the total number of visits to node j multiplied by (1 − c)/m.
As outputs of the proposed algorithms we would like to obtain with high probability either a top-k list of nodes or a top-k basket of nodes. It turns out that it is beneficial to relax our goal and to obtain a top-k basket with a small number of erroneous elements. Definition 3. We call relaxation-l top-k basket a realization when we allow at most l erroneous elements from top-k basket.
In the present work we aim to estimate the numbers of random walk runs m sufficient for obtaining top-k list or top-k basket or relaxation-l top-k basket with high probability. In particular, we demonstrate that ranking converges considerably faster than the values of PPR and that a relaxation-l with quite small l helps significantly.
Throughout the paper we illustrate the theoretical analysis with the help of experiments on two large graphs: the Wikipedia entity graph and the Web graph. There is a number of reasons why we have chosen the Wikipedia entity graph. Firstly, all elements of PPR can be computed with high precision for the Wikipedia entity graph with the help of BVGraph/WebGraph framework [8] . Secondly, the Wikipedia graph has already been used in several applications related to finding top-k semantically related entities. Thirdly, since the Wikipedia entity graph has a very small average distance [24] , it represents a very challenging test for the Monte Carlo methods. In just 3-4 steps the random walk can be very far from the starting node. Since the Monte Carlo approach does not require the knowledge of a complete graph, we can apply our algorithms to the actual Web graph. However, computing the exact values for the Pesonalized PageRank of web pages is infeasible in our experiments. We can only obtain correct top-k lists by Monte Carlo methods with very high probability as in [2, 13] using an ample number of crawls.
Illustrating example with Wikipedia: Following our recent work [21] we illustrate PPR by application to the person name disambiguation problem. One of the most common English names is Jackson. We have selected three Jacksons who have entries in Wikipedia: Jim Jackson (ice hockey), Jim Jackson (sportscaster) and Michael Jackson. Two Jacksons have even a common given name and both worked in ice hockey, one as an ice hockey player and another as an ice hockey sportscaster. In [3] we provide the exact lists of top-10 Wikipedia articles arranged according to PPR vectors. We observe that an exact top-10 list identifies quite well its seed node. Next, we run the Monte Carlo End Point method starting from each seed node. Notice that to obtain a relaxed top-10 list with two or three erroneous elements we need different number of runs for different seed nodes (50000 runs for Michael Jackson vs. 500 runs for Jim Jackson (ice hockey)). Intuitively, the more immediate neighbours a node has, the larger number of Monte Carlo steps is required. Indeed, if a seed node has many immediate neighbours then the Monte Carlo method easily drifts away. In 5 ) to make sure that the top-k lists of nodes are stabilized so that we could say with very high certainty that we know the correct top-k lists. We observe that in comparison to the Wikipedia graph we need longer runs. However, the amount of computational saving is still very impressive. Indeed, according to even modest estimates, the size of the Web is more than 10 10 pages. However, to get a good top-k list for the Michael Jackson page we need about 
Variance based performance comparison and CLT approximations
In the MC End Point algorithm the distribution of end points is multinomial [17] . Namely, if we denote by L j the number of paths that end at node j after m runs, then we have
Thus, the standard deviation of the MC End Point estimator for the k th element is given by
An expression for the standard deviation of the MC Complete Path is more complicated. Define the matrix Z = (z ij ) = [I − cP ] −1 and let N j be the number of visits to node j by the random walk with the run time geometrically distributed with parameter c. Further, denote by E i (·) a conditional expectation provided that the random walk starts at i = 1, . . . , n. From (2), it follows that
First, we recall that
Then, from [18] , it is known that E s {N
where Z dg is a diagonal matrix having as its diagonal the diagonal of matrix Z and [A] ik is the (i, k) th element of matrix A. Thus, we write
Substituting (6) and (7) into (5), we obtain
Since π k (k) ≈ 1 − c, we can approximate σ(π k ) with
Comparing the latter expression with (4), we see that MC End Point requires approximately 1/(1−c) walks more than MC Complete Path. This was expected as MC End Point uses only information from end points of the random walks.
We would like to emphasize that 1/(1 − c) can be a significant coefficient. For instance, if c = 0.85, then 1/(1 − c) ≈ 6.7. Now, for the MC End Point we can use CLT-type result given e.g. in [22] :
For large m and n i=1 l i = m, a multivariate normal density approximation to the multinomial distribution (3) is given by
For the MC Complete Path, we note that N (s, r) = (N 1 (s, r) , . . . , N n (s, r)), r = 1, 2, . . . , form a sequence of i.i.d. random vectors. Hence, we can apply the multivariate central limit theorem. Denotê
Theorem 2. Let m go to infinity. Then, we have the following convergence in distribution to a multivariate normal distribution
is a covariance matrix, which can be expressed as
where the matrix Ω(s) = {ω jk (s)} is defined by
Proof. See [3] .
We would like to note that in both cases we obtain the convergence to rank deficient (singular) multivariate normal distributions. Illustrating example with the Web (cont.): In Table 1 we provide means and standard deviations for the number of hits of MC End Point for top-10 nodes with the Jim Jackson Web page as the seed node for the number of runs m = 10 4 and m = 10 5 . We observe that the means are very close to each other and the standard deviations are significant with respect to the values of the means. This shows that a direct application of the central limit theorem and the confidence intervals technique will lead to inadequate stopping criteria. In the ensuing sections we discuss metrics and stopping criteria which are much more efficient for the present problem. 
Convergence based on order
For the two introduced Monte Carlo methods we aim to calculate or estimate a probability that after a given number of steps we correctly obtain top-k list or top-k basket. These are the probabilities
. . , n, can be either the Monte Carlo estimates or the ranked elements or their CLT approximations. We refer to these probabilities as the ranking probabilities and we refer to complementary probabilities as misranking probabilities [6] . Because of combinatorial explosion, exact calculation of these probabilities is infeasible in non-trivial cases. Thus, we propose estimation methods based on Bonferroni inequality. This approach works for reasonably large values of m. Drawing correctly the top-k basket is defined by the event i≤k<j {L i > L j }. Applying the Bonferroni inequality P { s A s } ≥ 1 − s P Ā s to this event,
Equivalently, we can write the following upper bound for the misranking probability
We note that the upper bound for the misranking probability is very useful, because it will provide a guarantee on the performance of our algorithms. Since in the MC End Point method the distribution of end points is multinomial (see (3)), for small m we can directly use the formula
For large m it is computationally intractable. Hence, we now turn to the CLT approximations for the both MC methods. Denote by L j the original number of hits at node j and by Y j its CLT approximation. First, we obtain a CLT based expression for the misranking probability for two nodes P {Y i ≤ Y j }. Since the event {Y i ≤ Y j } coincides with the event {Y i − Y j ≤ 0} and a difference of two normal random variables is again a normal random variable, we obtain
, where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function for the standard normal random variable and
.
For large m, the above expression can be bounded by
Since the misranking probability for two nodes P {Y i ≤ Y j } decreases when j increases, we can write
for some j * . This gives the following upper bound
Since we have a finite number of terms in the right hand side of expression (14), we conclude that Theorem 3. The misranking probability of the top-k basket goes to zero with geometric rate,
We note that the multinomial distribution, ρ ij has a simple expression
where Σ ii (s) and Σ ij (s) can be calculated by (11) . Similarly the Bonferroni inequality can be applied to the top-k list (see [3] ).
In this section we analytically evaluate the relation between the number of experiments m and the average number of correctly identified top-k nodes. We use the relaxation by allowing the latter number to be smaller than k. We aim to mathematically justify the observed "80/20 behavior" of the algorithm: 80 percent of the top-k nodes are identified correctly in a very short time.
Let M 0 be a number of correctly identified elements in the top-k basket. In addition, denote by K i the number of nodes ranked not lower than i. Formally,
. . , k, where 1{·} is an indicator function. Placing node i in the top-k basket is equivalent to the event {K i < k}, and thus
is computationally intractable in realistic scenarios, even with Markov chain representation techniques [12] . Thus, we use approximation and Poissonisation.
The End Point algorithm is merely an occupancy scheme where each independent experiment (random walk) results in placing one ball (visit) to an urn (node of the graph). Under Poissonisation [14] , we assume that the number of random walks is a Poisson random variable M with given mean m. Because the number of hits in the Poissonised model is different from the number of original hits, we use the notation Y i instead of L j for the number of visits to page j. Note that Y j is a Poisson random variable with parameter mπ j and is independent of Y i for i = j. The imposed independence of Y j 's greatly simplifies the analysis.
Next to Poissonisation, we also apply approximation of M 0 by a closely related measure M 1 : The measure M 1 is more tractable than M 0 because its average value E( 
. . , k. Therefore, we obtain the following expression for E(M 1 ):
Illustrating example with Wikipedia (cont.): Let us calculate E(M 1 ) for the top-10 basket corresponding to the seed node Jim Jackson (ice hockey). Using formula (15) , for m = 8 × 10 3 ; 10 × 10 3 ; 15 × 10 3 we obtain E(M 1 ) = 7.75; 9.36; 9.53. It took 2000 runs to move from E(M 1 ) = 7.75 to E(M 1 ) = 9.36, but then 5000 runs is needed to advance from E(M 1 ) = 9.36 to E(M 1 ) = 9.53. We see that we obtain quickly 2-relaxation or 1-relaxation of the top-10 basket but then we need to spend a significant amount of effort to get the complete basket. This is indeed in agreement with the Monte Carlo runs (see e.g., Figure 1 ). In the next theorem we explain this "80/20 behavior" and provide indication for the choice of m. Proof. See [3] .
From (i) we can already see that the 80/20 behavior of E(M 1 ) (and, respectively, E(M 0 )) can be explained mainly by the fact that µ(y) drops drastically with y because the Poisson probabilities decrease faster than exponentially.
The bound in (ii) shows that m should be roughly of the order 1/π k . The term ε −2 is not defining since ε does not need to be small. For instance, by choosing ε = 1/2 we can filter out the nodes with PPR not higher than π k /2. This often may be sufficient in applications. Obviously, the logarithmic term is of a smaller order of magnitude.
We note that the bound in (ii) is quite rough because in its derivation (see [3] ) we replaced π j , j > k, by their maximum value π k+1 . In realistic examples, m can be chosen much smaller than in (ii) of Theorem 4. In fact, in our examples good top-k baskets are obtained if the algorithm is terminated at the point when for some y, each node in the current top-k basket has received at least y visits while the rest of the nodes have received at most y − d visits, where d is a small number, say d = 2. Such choice of m satisfies (i) with reasonably small α. Without a formal justification, this stopping rule can be understood since we have mπ k+1 = ma(1 − ε) ≈ ma − d, which results in a small value of µ(y).
